
Chapter 1A 

Panama in the 1930s 

 

THE ROBERTS REPORT OF THE 1930s 

A REVIEW OF THE STATE OF PANAMA IN THE MID-1930s 

 

Ordered by newly-inaugurated President Florencio Harmodio Arosemena1 in 1928, the 

Roberts Report (or the Investigación Económica de la Republica de Panamá - Economic 

Research of the Republic of Panama) was published in the early 1930s. 

 

At the time it was commissioned, 25 years after separation from Colombia and 14 years 

after the opening of the Canal, Panamanians are said to have felt that the enormous hopes 

that had been placed in the construction of the Canal by the Americans had not been 

realised.  It was also on the eve of a period when the economic structures were about to 

collapse for reason of the worldwide Depression. 

 

It is said that, at the time, Panama continued to struggle with poverty, backwardness, 

political disagreements and government mismanagement and corruption.  The country’s 

income was rising, but external debt was growing even faster.  For 25 years, successive 

Panamanian Governments had devoted significant sums to road construction and 

education, but the country was still basically isolated and there was a lack of qualified 

professionals in all fields of knowledge. 

 

President Florencio Harmodio Arosemena had been educated at the University of 

Heidelberg in Germany, and was fluent in 7 languages. He had worked for the German 

government in the construction of several railways in countries such as Portugal and Turkey, 

and had subsequently, he had advised the Cuban government in the construction of its 

 
1  President 1928-31, his period of office cut short by a coup in 1931.  See Chapter 42, and the section on 
Arnulfo Arias Madrid, for more details of how he was deposed. 



Central Railway and the Ecuadorian government in the design of the section known as "the 

devil's nose", considered at that time the greatest challenge in the history of the railways in 

terms of engineering.  Hence, he was accustomed to making informed decisions and not by 

instinct, and wanted to approach his work as Panamanian President in the same way. 

 

Arosemena approached James H. Drumm, resident manager of the Panama Branch of The 

National City Bank of New York, who discussed it with the bank's president in New York.  It 

was in the bank’s interest for the Panamanian economy to rise, as it served as its fiscal agent 

in the US.  Hence, permission was given for 5 officials to move to Panama for a few months. 

On unpaid leave, their salaries would be paid by the Panamanian Government.  These 

officials spoke with officials, ministers, businessmen, bankers and members of the 

diplomatic corps.  They toured the country, examining its resources; and analysed the 

government accounts.  

 

The final report would bear the name of George E Roberts, vice-president of the National 

City Bank of New York, who was responsible for coordinating and facilitating the work of all 

those who participated in the project. 

 

The report basically comprised 2 sections.  

 

The first section was an investigation into the functioning of government in its various 

branches and activities, its administrative methods, taxation systems, and the state of 

finance.  Amongst its finding were that - 

• It reported a “catastrophic” lack of professionalism in the administration of the 

Government of Panama; 

• Despite an increase in national revenues, its financial situation was very 

unsatisfactory, with its finances in 1929 in a critical condition2; 

 
2  The Treasury was said to be devoid of money, the Government account at the National Bank was overdrawn, 
there was a floating debt of accounts payable of about a million and a half balboas, and ordinary expenses 
continued to rise. 



• The accounting system did not allow the total liabilities of the Treasury to be easily 

established.  This was mainly due to the fact that obligations incurred by the 

numerous departments and units are often not announced to the central accounting 

office until the services have been fully completed and payment is required; 

• The National Assembly had not approved a budget for 10 years; 

• The efficiency of personnel was low due to the poisonous effects of nepotism and 

politics, and that many more people were employed than were actually needed to 

meet the needs of the Government 

 

The report concluded that it was certain that the Government would not be able to 

continue to borrow money in view of the deficits of the Treasury, nor could it continue to 

incur deficits and at the same time have resources for spending on public improvements. 

In respect to the findings of the first section of the report, it was recommended that the the 

unnecessary and surplus public employees be dismissed; an accounting system be adopted 

to ensure control of all government funds and assets; government activities be regrouped in 

accordance with their functions; the practice of taxing the salaries of government 

employees at only 5% be stopped; the government procurement system should be 

reorganised; the revenue system revised; and that there should be a radical reduction in 

state expenditures.3 

 

Following the publication of the report, President Florencio Harmodio Arosemena, who 

had commissioned the study, established the Office of the Comptroller General of the 

Republic and adopted other of its recommendations for the consolidation of public finances, 

such as the dismissal of hundreds of government officials. 

 

The second section was longer, and comprised an inventory of resources: population, 

economic capacities, productive assets; summarised the industrial and commercial 

 
3  https://www.laestrella.com.pa/nacional/publicando-historia/220123/informe-roberts-joya-historiografia-
panamena  
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situation, financial resources, transport facilities and private activities.  It contained long-

term recommendations for national development.  

 

It is important to keep in mind that the Roberts Report was characterised by its utilitarian 

logic: all its analyses and recommendations are based on the strict framework of return on 

investments, budgetary constraints and economic growth, without consideration for what 

would postwar be known as human rights. 

 

One of the unintended effects were to provide a rationalised support to the discriminatory 

and racist policies that had taken place in the country since the beginning, some that 

President Arnulfo Arias Madrid would include in his 1941 Constitution4, albeit in an even 

more radical version. 

 

The report took into consideration the migration issue as it was seen as one of the biggest 

constraints to the long-term development of the country was its sparse population.  It was 

said that the population of 500,000 inhabitants was not enough to contribute to the 

development of many initiatives, especially in the interior.  It cited as examples, the import 

of labour for the banana industry, as well as the West Indians brought in to build the Canal. 

The report said that there was a need for an immigration policy.  It recommended an influx 

to supplement the native labour force, particularly of those experienced in farming 

techniques.  It preferred people used to the climate, customs and crops already in Panama, 

with a preference for Spanish-speakers.  It mentioned Puerto Rico as a potential source5, as 

well as the Canary Islands6.  Spain was another option considered, as well as Italians, who it 

was thought could quickly pick up Spanish. 

 

 
4  See Chapter 43. 
5  At the time, Puerto Rico had 3 times the population of Panama, but a territory only one-ninth in size. 
6  Which had a population the same size as Panama, but in only a tenth of the area. 



On the other hand, the report did not favour abolishing the restrictions on the entry of West 

Indians and, if Asian (presumably meaning Chinese) incomers were also considered 

undesirable, then immigration would be necessary from Puerto Rico or Europe.7 

 

 

THE TURBULENT 1930s IN PANAMA POLITICS8 

 

Since independence in 1903, Panama’s ruling elite, mostly consisting of urban landlords 

and wealthy merchants, had attempted to establish a cohesive front that could effectively 

govern the country.  They had generally failed, with the result being a fragmented political 

structure and, at the end of the 1920s, the effects of the Great Depression began to be 

felt. 

 

Successive regimes had relied increasingly on a combination of police force, political 

chicanery, and the threat of foreign intervention to stifle opposition and contain unrest. 

The threat of intervention, by the US, was real.  Already by 1920 the US had intervened no 

less than 5 times, although these involved little military conflict and were, with one 

exception, at the request of one Panamanian faction or another9.  During the 1920s, to 

protect lives of US citizens and property in Chiriquí Province, an occupation force was 

stationed there for 2 years over the protests of Panamanians who contended that the 

 
7  https://www.laestrella.com.pa/nacional/publicando-historia/220130/politica-migratoria-informe-roberts 
8  “Panama’s Generation of ’31: Patriots, Praetorians, and a Decade of Discord” by Thomas L Pearcy 
(Hispanic American Historical Review,1996): 
https://read.dukeupress.edu/hahr/article/76/4/691/145600/Panama-s-Generation-of-31-Patriots-
Praetorians-and 
9  http://countrystudies.us/panama/11.htm  
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right of occupation could apply only to the 2 major cities, Panama City and Colón).  In 

October 1925, after the violent Rent Riots in Panama City10, and at the request of the 

Panamanian Government, 600 US troops with fixed bayonets dispersed mobs threatening 

to seize the city11. 

 

A change in US policy had been indicated in 1928 when the Clark Memorandum12 was 

issued, formally disavowing the Roosevelt Corollary to the Monroe Doctrine13.  Then, in 

1933, President Roosevelt set out his Good Neighbor Policy.  In the same year, at the 

Seventh Inter-American Conference in Montevideo, the US expressed a qualified 

acceptance of the principle of non-intervention; and in 1936 it adopted this principle 

without reservation.14 

 

The stagnation in Panamanian politics meant that, by the start of the 1930s, it had 

remained a competition among individuals and families within a gentleman's club - 

specifically, the Union Club of Panama City15.  Indeed, it has been said that until the 

advent of the dictator Torrijos in the 1960s, whose power base was the National Guard, an 

oligarchy of older elite families virtually controlled the country's politics.16 The upper class 

was a small, close-knit group that had developed strong ties of association and kinship 

 
10  Similar riots in 1932 were put down, despite the “new” peoples’ regime being in place by then. 
11  Ibid. 
12  Penned by President Coolidge’s Undersecretary of State, J Reuben Clark, it actually remained a secret 
until it was officially released in 1930 by President Hoover’s Administration.  It was not a complete 
repudiation of the Roosevelt Corollary but was rather a statement that any intervention by the US was not 
sanctioned by the Monroe Doctrine but rather was the right of the US as a state. It noted that the Monroe 
Doctrine only applied to situations involving European countries, and that the Monroe Doctrine was based 
on conflicts of interest only between the US and European nations, rather than between the US and Latin 
American countries. 
13  The Roosevelt Corollary of December 1904 stated that the US would intervene as a last resort to ensure 
that other nations in the Western Hemisphere fulfilled their obligations to international creditors, and did 
not violate the rights of the US or invite “foreign aggression to the detriment of the entire body of American 
nations”. 
14  http://countrystudies.us/panama/11.htm 
15  Which still exists in Panama City. 
16  https://www.marines.mil/Portals/1/Publications/Panama%20Study_2.pdf 

http://countrystudies.us/panama/11.htm
https://www.marines.mil/Portals/1/Publications/Panama%20Study_2.pdf


over the years. Prominent family names recurred frequently: Arias, Arosemena, Aleman, 

Chiari, Goytfa, and de la Guardia17. 

 

The first exception to this was Harmodio Arias Madrid (unrelated to the aristocratic family 

of the same Arias name) who was to be elected to the Presidency in 1932.  A mestizo18 

from a poor family in the provinces, he had attended the London School of Economics and 

had gained prominence through writing a book that attacked the Monroe Doctrine.  

However, he was elected only after the country’s first successful coup had deposed his 

predecessor in 1931. 

 

In Panama’s predominantly service economy, the worldwide financial difficulties in late 

1930 and throughout 1931 caused a severe financial recession and a marked rise in 

unemployment.  This saw further constraints on the distribution of government jobs and 

contracts.  In a country already splintered into competing interest groups and beleaguered 

with a severely distended federal bureaucracy (boosted by nepotism and “jobs for the 

boys”), these factors fuelled increased political agitation. 

 

Finally, in the early morning hours of 2 January 1931, activists belonging to the moderately 

nationalist group Acción Comunal (“Community Action”)19 took up arms and forcibly 

ousted the regime of President Florencio Arosemena. 

 
17  https://www.marines.mil/Portals/1/Publications/Panama%20Study_2.pdf  
18  A racial classification used to refer to a person of a combined European and Indigenous American 
ancestry 
19  The membership in 1931 included 3 future Presidents - Harmodio Arias Madrid (President in January 
1931, and again 1932-36, his younger brother Arnulfo President 1940-41, 1949-51, and finally for 11 days in 
October 1968, and Enrique A Jiménez (President 1945-48). 

https://www.marines.mil/Portals/1/Publications/Panama%20Study_2.pdf


20 

The actual number of rebels was small, with only some several dozen involved.  Armed 

with only about a dozen shotguns and approximately 20 pistols, the insurgents started by 

cutting Panama City’s telephone lines.  One group took control by subterfuge of the police 

cavalry substation, while another engaged in a gun battle before seizing the main police 

headquarters.  In this way, the rebels hoped to stifle the Government’s ability to put down 

the coup. 

 

Arnulfo Arias Madrid led a third group that accessed the Presidential Palace and, after a 

gunfight, he personally captured President Arosemena.  Only 10 people had died in the 

coup, and Arosemena and his cabinet quickly resigned. 

 

Ironically, the refusal of US Minister in Panama and the US Secretary of State to send 

troops into Panama City (as authorised by the 1903 Treaty) to put down the 1931 coup 

failed to diminish the anti-Americanism that had become an integral part of Panamanian 

nationalism.  The anti-Americanism which was now a part of Panamanian polities carried 

 
20  https://www.laestrella.com.pa/nacional/publicando-historia/220102/cubrieron-agencias-prensa-golpe  

https://www.laestrella.com.pa/nacional/publicando-historia/220102/cubrieron-agencias-prensa-golpe


over into the electoral campaign of 1932, and relations with the US became the overriding 

issue in the election.21 

 

However, as in often the case in such rebellions, the rebels soon began to fall out and fight 

among themselves, undermining their unified front.  Within months of the coup, the 

dissidents had divided into various opposition groups whose agendas often clashed and 

whose members sometimes even took up arms to oppose their former allies. 

 

Eventually, the nationalist element used the police to gain and retain power, and 

compensate for their own inability to govern.  It is argued that, by relying on the National 

Police in this fashion, the Presidents in the 1930s transformed the force into an institution 

capable of dominating politics in the same way as foreign troops had previously; making it 

the decisive force in Panamanian politics and, in doing so, established a precedent for the 

future military regimes that dominated the country after World war 2, and only ended 

with the ousting of Noriega (ironically, of course, by means of a US military intervention) 

in 1989. 

 

President Florencio Harmodio Arosemena was a well-meaning engineer with no political basis. The 

population easily accepted the coup against a President who did not enjoy popular favour and who 

was considered part of the political network that had led to the corruption and ineffectiveness of the 

government; and even the Supreme Court of Justice soon ignored the clear coup d'état and declared 

lawyer Ricardo J Alfaro as the legitimate heir22. 

 

As a result of the coup, the activist component of Panama’s middle class gained control of 

the Presidency and, consequently, access to the government jobs and Canal Zone dollars 

denied them by earlier Administrations.  In doing so, it ended 30 years of elite domination 

 
21  Negotiating new treaties with Panama: 1936 by Lester D Langley (Hispanic American Historical Review, 
1968): https://read.dukeupress.edu/hahr/article/48/2/220/157650/Negotiating-New-Treaties-with-
Panama-1936 
22  https://www.laestrella.com.pa/nacional/publicando-historia/220529/presidente-ejemplar-periodo-crisis  
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of the Government and ushered in a decade of rule by members of the Generation of 

1931. 

 

In addition, the US reaction to the coup demonstrated the radical change in its policy.  

Rather than intervening, the US military waited for assurances from the insurgents that 

the rebels would not impinge on the Canal’s function or security, which they received.23  

In the wake of the coup, the interim President praised the courage and skill of the US 

Minister in Panama, Roy T Davis, who assured the leaders of the provisional regime that US 

troops would not intervene unless the unrest spread to other parts of the country24.  The US 

State Department issued a statement on 2 January, saying that public order had not been 

disturbed, so no intervention was necessary.25 

 

The coup also redefined Panama’s political status quo by including middle-class 

nationalists in the group of Panamanian politicians who, once in office, used the threat of 

armed force (including that augmented by the US) to keep the population at bay – in 

much the same way as the former urban elite had done. 

 

In part to calm US concerns, Arosemena’s Vice-President, the former foreign minister 

Ricardo Alfaro, was initially installed as interim President26. 

 

However, elements sympathetic to the former regimes of Arosemena and his predecessor 

and mentor, President Chiari, still wielded power and influence, particularly in regard to 

the police.  The new regime therefore appointed a number of new officers to replace the 

ousted Chiarista elements in the officers’ corps that had fought openly against the revolt.  

Eventually these new officers would include José Remón Cantera, future first commander 

of the National Police, political strongman and a postwar President of the Republic. 

 
23  This also reflected then President Herbert Hoover’s proclivity for non-interventionist diplomacy. 
24  https://www.laestrella.com.pa/nacional/publicando-historia/220102/cubrieron-agencias-prensa-golpe  
25  https://www.laestrella.com.pa/nacional/publicando-historia/220102/cubrieron-agencias-prensa-golpe  
26  He would stand in the 1940 election, but pull out in the face of violence instigated by Arnulfo Arias 
Madrid. 

https://www.laestrella.com.pa/nacional/publicando-historia/220102/cubrieron-agencias-prensa-golpe
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In addition, in August 1932, Interim President Alfaro27 issued Decree 142, which 

incorporated an organised group of his own armed supporters into the National Police and 

this paramilitary unit gave government officials — known as “administration liberals” to 

distinguish them from the urban elite — sufficient leverage in the police ranks to counter 

Chiarista influence.  As a result, nationalist administrations were able to rely on such 

paramilitary to sustain their governments in the 1930s and beyond, instead of asking for 

US troops to intervene. 

 

Under the Presidency of Ricardo J Alfaro, the financial crisis would reach its peak.  In January 1932, 

the government recognised that tax collections were not sufficient to cover expenditures and that 

the deficit reached between $150,000 and $200,000 per month, a huge amount at the time. 

 

Nevertheless, President Alfaro was able to maintain social stability because he was basically 

considered a transitional President.  He was primarily expected to preserve the social order by 

offering the guarantees of a clean electoral election in June 1932; and then organised the cleanest 

and most orderly elections in the country28. 

 

3 of the 4 current and later Presidents from the so-called “Generation of ‘31” formed their 

own paramilitary organisations to hold the opposition in check and to help arbitrate the 

country’s affairs – 

• Alfaro’s group of 1932 became La Reserva Nacionalista (Nationalist Reserve); 

• in 1936, the President Harmodio Arias Madrid incorporated his own 300-man 

Guardia Cívica (Civic Guard) into the National Police; 

• in 1940, when the Presidential election pitted Arnulfo Arias Madrid against Alfaro; 

Alfaro reorganised his armed followers into La Guardia Cívica Nacionalista 

(Nationalist Civic Guard) to challenge the Arias Madrid candidacy. 

 
27  Who accepted the office from the Supreme Court on 2 January.  He had been First Vice-President of the 
ousted regime. 
28  https://www.laestrella.com.pa/nacional/publicando-historia/220529/presidente-ejemplar-periodo-crisis 

https://www.laestrella.com.pa/nacional/publicando-historia/220529/presidente-ejemplar-periodo-crisis


 

For the 1932 election, the Alfaro Administration requested US assistance in devising a plan 

to prevent multiple voting, and the US provided an indelible red dye to stamp voters’ 

hands once they had cast their ballots29.  The results of the election underscored the 

extent to which the insurgents now controlled the nation’s election machinery, and 

nationalist candidate Harmodio Arias Madrid won the election over Francisco Arias by the 

a surprisingly large margin. 

 

Harmodio Arias Madrid had won the June 1932 elections, as "the candidate of the poor".  He had 

been born in Rio Grande, in the province of Coclé, in 1886, in a middle-class family, dedicated to 

livestock and agricultural work.  In 1912 he returned from Cambridge University, being the first 

Panamanian graduate with a doctorate in law from an important university, and the government of 

Belisario Porras invited him to join the public service. In 1914, he opened his law firm, which became 

the prestigious firm Arias Fábrega y Fábrega; and between 1924 and 1928 he served as a deputy in 

the National Assembly.30 

 

It is said that much of Harmodio Arias Madrid’s appeal stemmed from the economic crisis 

caused by the Depression, and his promised relief for the farmers, new jobs and higher 

pay for the country’s work force, and increased autonomy from the US.  However, as 

opposition grew, and faced by mounting domestic opposition and the absence of US 

military support, he responded by relying more than ever on the National Police to settle 

political disputes. 

 

The President placed relatives and close friends in key positions31 that gave him 

extraordinary control of the nation’s police force32, which he used to manipulate his 

 
29  Nevertheless, the Chiaristas were said to have been able to figure out how to erase the ink and vote more 
than once. 
30  https://www.laestrella.com.pa/nacional/publicando-historia/220529/presidente-ejemplar-periodo-crisis  
31  Including his younger brother, Arnulfo. 
32  The President’s brother-in-law, Aurelio Guardia Vieto, was National Police chief 1933-35, and then 
National Police Inspector 1936-39, thus placing the police force and its weapons directly under the 
supervision of the President and his family during the Administration (and that of his successor, who was, of 
course, his brother).  Beginning with José Remón in 1932, Arias also began started hiring native Panamanian 

https://www.laestrella.com.pa/nacional/publicando-historia/220529/presidente-ejemplar-periodo-crisis


political opponents.  He also used the Presidency to politicise more fully the nation’s 

youth, astutely assimilating many of them into his own nationalist crusade.  It is also said 

that he used his position to secure lucrative contracts for friends and family.  Thus, the 

new Administration came to resemble that which it had reviled and replaced. 

 

Under Harmodio Arias Madrid, the National Police began to emerge as an alternative 

power base to the Presidency. The change would see, in the late 1940s, its First 

Commander Remón Cantera appearing to appoint and remove Presidents at will. 

 

However, throughout the 1930s there remained the real risk of a counter-coup by the 

displaced elitist, and the continued effects of the Depression continued to cause unrest.  

Matters reached something of a climax in 1932 when, added to the falling prices for the 

sugar, coconut and banana industries since the late 1920s, was disease and failure of the 

banana crop.  Thousands of workers relocated to the cities, making the situation worse in 

Colón and Panama City, as well as the city of David in Chiriqui.  All this came on top of a 

fall in Canal traffic due to the Depression since late 1929, which had sharply reduced the 

jobs, taxes, and capital flow generated. 

 

Workers in Colón and Panama City began a rent strike in 1932.  The President suspended 

the Constitution for the strikers and sent in the National Police, backed up by men from 

interim President Alfaro’s former Reserva Nacionalista. 

 

After the events of 1932, opposition to President Harmodio Arias Madrid grew, with failed 

counter-coups in 1932 and 193533.  However, it would take the US-backed coup that 

deposed Arnulfo Arias Madrid in 1941 for the urban elite to regain power. 

 

 
graduates of foreign military schools to fill pivotal positions in the police force, many of which had remained 
vacant since the 1931 coup. 
 
33  This is said to have involved members of the National Police, many of whose leaders, including José 
Remón Centera, fell out of favour and were demoted or fired for their complicity. 



Students had become an important factor in Panamanian political developments34, and 

this was boosted by the establishment of the National University of Panama in 1935, with 

the aim of helping to “preserve the Panamanian nationality”.  It would be students that 

led the anti-American protests in the immediate postwar years, including opposition to 

the Filós-Hines Treaty (for continued postwar use of US bases in the Republic). 

 

The 1936 Hull-Alfaro Treaty with the US helped to reduce the pressure on the President, 

and probably was the factor that allowed him to continue and finish his term in office, 

although the last-minute concessions necessary to obtain US Senate acceptance would 

come back to haunt the Government (see below). 

 

For the 1936 Presidential elections, Arias Madrid forsook his own party’s candidate in 

favour of his Minister of Foreign Relations, Juan Demóstenes Arosemena, in an attempt to 

retain his hold on power.  Despite the National Electoral Board twice voting to block 

Arosemena’s candidacy, he continued with his controversial (and unconstitutional) 

candidacy. 

 

The subsequent election involved a great deal of manipulation and fraud, and the 

President of the National Electoral Board, Rosendo Jurado, protested by resigning, 

contending that the opposition candidate, Domingo Díaz Arosemena, had won the 

election.  Nevertheless, Juan Demóstenes Arosemena became Panama’s next President. 

 

One of the first acts of the new President was to back the National Police, and the 

National Assembly granted $1 million additional funding “acquire goods relating to 

national defense”.  Thus, the new Presidency furthered the modernisation of the police, 

 
34  Arias Madrid’s brother-in-law, as director of the National Institute, had given the President significant 
leverage with the youth of the capital.  He encouraged his students to maintain a state of “constant 
rebelliousness” to check the spread of imperialism — and not to check the Administration’s activities in 
relation to government contracts, the poor, and other conditions. 



and because of these largely partisan gestures, the National Police inched nearer to centre 

stage in Panamanian politics. 

 

The 1936 Hull-Alfaro Treaty was finally ratified by the US Senate in 1939, but in order to 

achieve this Panama had to give way in 3 areas - the right of eminent domain over lands 

and waters outside the Canal Zone for purposes of defending the Canal; the right to 

intervene unilaterally in the cities of Panama and Colón to preserve order and offset any 

threat to these vital ports; and the role of the US in a general guarantee of Panamanian 

independence.  These concessions were to add to the disputes between the nationalists 

and the pro-American factions – particularly after the US was able to occupy the dozens of 

additional defence sites in the Republic during the war.  This was despite the new Treaty 

having formally ended Panama protectorate status. 

 

President Arosemena did not see out his term in office, dying in December 1939, and 

being replaced by a former conservative Presidential candidate, Augusto Boyd.  It has 

been pointed out the irony that Panama’s decade of “the purest sentiment of patriotism” 

ended with a pro-American member of the elite again. 

 

THE DEPRESSION AND PANAMA 

 

The Depression began with the bankruptcy of the New York Stock Exchange on 29 October 

1929.  In the aftermath, international trade fell by between 50% and 66%, and prices of 

agricultural products and minerals fell by 60%.  During the 1920s, Panama, like many other 

nations in the Americas, had experienced an upward economic cycle, dependent on foreign 

borrowing and US investment.  

 

Then in 1931 it was said in the Roberts Report on 1931 (see above) that “The treasury is 

devoid of money, the government's account at the National Bank is overdrawn; there is a 

floating debt of accounts payable of about one and a half million balboas and ordinary 



expenses continue to increase”.  Furthermore, Panama had not only a fiscal problem, but an 

internal institutional crisis (evidenced by the unresolved rent strike mentioned below) and a 

collapse of the economic and political model that had prevailed since the founding of the 

Republic.   

 

The construction of the Canal and the presence of the Americans in the Canal Zone had 

created serious distortions in the economy.  Agriculture had largely been abandoned and 

Panama depended excessively on imports even to supply basic necessities such as fresh 

meat, butter, butter, milk, cheese, fish, eggs, beans, fruits, rice, tobacco, footwear, hats and 

dresses35.  Its labour force was made up of a disproportionate number of foreign 

immigrants, some 60,000 – of which 40,000 sent almost all of their income to their 

respective countries.  Trade suffered from the effect of smuggling from the Canal Zone 

commissariats, and products imported from the US at subsidised prices.  It was estimated 

that half of the $10 million in annual sales of the commissaries went to Panamanian families 

who stopped buying from local traders.  The tax system of the time, based on consumption 

rather than income, placed fiscal responsibility disproportionately on the poorest. 

 

As explained elsewhere, as a result of the difficulties, allied to the continuing problems 

inherent in the country, President Florencio Harmodio Arosemena had been overthrown in 

what constituted the first coup in Panamanian history. 

 

However, under his successor, Ricardo J Alfaro, the crisis reached a peak.  In January 1932, 

the government recognised that tax collections were not sufficient to cover expenditure and 

that the deficit reached between $150,000 and $200,000 per month, a huge amount at the 

time.  Then, in July 1932, came the rent strike. 

 

It is said that the last months of Alfaro's government (which ran to 1 October 1932) were 

perhaps some of the most difficult periods in the country’s history. In the midst of a very 

 
35  Studies of Republican Panama by Patricia Pizzurno and Celestino Arauz. 



serious economic crisis of an international nature, with a large drop in tax revenues, the 

country was affected by the outstanding payments of the very high external debt 

accumulated by Presidents Belisario Porras and Rodolfo Chiari.  With an income estimated 

at $500,000 per month, the government had to allocate almost a third of its collections to 

service its debts.36   

 

When the new President took office, the Government had been unable to pay civil servants; 

salaries for 2 months.  There was unrest in Panama City, as the League of Tenants and 

Subsistence kept the working classes up to date about the debates that were taking place in 

the Assembly about a new tenant law37. 

 

In 1932, President Harmodio Arias appointed a new Comptroller General of the Republic, 

Martín Felipe Sosa Jované, a Panamanian economist and lawyer who had developed a 

brilliant professional career in New York banking38.  On his return home and taking up the 

post in October 1932 he found a bankrupt country, with accounting in complete chaos and 

disorder, with non-existent credit and the National Bank bankrupt.   

 

There was a shortfall in the budget of $250,000 per month, a floating debt of $3 million, 

with total paralysis in the payment of interest and amortisation on the internal debt; the 

salaries of public employees in August and September and part of July remained unpaid, 

and the National Bank was insolvent.  A record of public employees did not exist. 

 

The new Comptroller work began by making savings in all government expenditures, from 

the very hard task of reducing the salaries of civil servants by almost $80,000 dollars, or 

20%, a month, and staff numbers by 8%, in addition to cuts in building rents, electricity 

 
36  https://www.laestrella.com.pa/nacional/publicando-historia/220529/presidente-ejemplar-periodo-crisis  
37  https://www.laestrella.com.pa/nacional/publicando-historia/220612/angustioso-inicio-presidencia-
harmodio-arias  
38  He had been the only Panamanian professional who had worked for the company Compagnie Universelle 
du Canal Interoceanique, in which he served as scout engineer and head of technical control and the 
topographic department. 
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contracts, purchases of materials, and the request for a moratorium on external and 

internal debt. 

 

The Comptroller's Office was not to be alone in government bodies to suffer staff and salary 

cuts.  Compared to 1930, there would be a 42% reduction in salaries and a 33% reduction in 

staff - from 36 employees to 24. 

 

However, the new man was able to take control.  By December 1932, salaries were paid 

more promptly and back salaries paid to the police.  Something like normality returned and 

the Government to allow its employees to do their Christmas shopping by advancing salary 

payments by 3 days.  Subsequently, all salary payments were made on time. 

 

However, there was plenty of criticism. Some said the Comptroller was a failure, particularly 

because he had sacrificed contractors, banks and companies in favour of the payment of 

civil servants' salaries. 

By July 1933, President Harmodio Arias was able to claim that, "The budget [has been] 

levelled.  Public employees were paid on time, debts have been cancelled, the country 

regains its credit.  Rents were increased.  Everything was handled with order". 

After the presentation of a report to the National Assembly in September 1934, the 

Comptroller decided to take a break and embark on a trip to the US to have treatment for a 

kidney condition that had worsened over the previous 2 years.  In New York, his doctors 

decided to operate and, after the operation, he survived no more than 2 hours, and died on 

27 October 1934, at the young age of 39.  In recognition, President Arias decreed 3 days of 

national mourning. 

 

A local newspaper said the following – 

"Without a president like Harmodio Arias, Panama would never have had a Comptroller like 

Martín Sosa.  And without a Comptroller like Martín Sosa, there would not be a single 

balboa in the state coffers today, because debts would have continued to accumulate as in 



previous years, increasingly constituting a burden on the public and a growing threat to the 

stability of the nation".39 

 

THE 1932 RENT STRIKE40 

 

It has been estimated that 95% of the residents of Panama City lived in buildings and 

multifamily homes owned by some 1,600 landlords.  In the face of the stresses caused by 

the Depression, and reduced employment and wages, on 31 July 1932, the Tenants and 

Subsistence League decreed a "non-payment" rent strike until the landlords agreed to 

reduce the current rents by 50%. 

 

It is said that Panama City was plunged into chaos. The walls of houses and buildings were 

covered with flyers, and sidewalks were painted with the same messages.  2 weeks after the 

rent strike began, the atmosphere of unrest and unrest reached unsustainable levels, and 

landlords complained that there was no government in Panama and called for the 

authorities to request the intervention of the US military to end the riots that had broken 

out, as had happened in 1925.  However, President Ricardo J Alfaro refused to call on the US 

for assistance. 

 

In the first week of August the landlords said that they would temporarily suspend evictions, 

offer free lodging to firefighters and the sick without work.  They would accept that police 

and other officials would pay with government bonds. Finally, they would reduce rents by 

$1.50 per room, that is, between 20% and 30% of the rental price.  However, the tenants 

were firm - they wanted the 50% discount. 

 

Talks between the parties broke down, and on 14 August the President signed Decree No 

139.  This suspended civil rights, called for tenants to pay their rent due, but landlords could 

 
39  https://www.laestrella.com.pa/nacional/publicando-historia/220626/martin-felipe-sosa-contralor-hierro  
40  https://www.laestrella.com.pa/nacional/publicando-historia/220605/1932-crisis-economica-movimiento-
inquilinario  
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not charge the sick, the unemployed or firefighters. They would also have to accept bonuses 

and promises of payment offered to them by police officers and other state officials who 

were not paid their full salaries in cash. 

 

Police arrested several of the leaders of the Tenants and Subsistence League and searches 

allegedly found "subversive material", "incendiary" leaflets, publications and 

correspondence, which "invited social revolution".  

 

The Decree did reduce tensions, but only temporarily.  It would be up to new President 

Harmodio Arias, who would take office on 1 October 1932, to deal with the brunt of the 

crisis. 

 

The National Assembly was dominated by deputies from the middle and upper middle 

classes, many of them landlords themselves, did not seem too inclined to offer tenants what 

they demanded. 

Nevertheless, on 26 October, an article was approved that reduced the rental fee in 

staggered terms from 10% to 35% and limited the profit that the owners of the houses 

could derive on their investment.  People celebrated that night, but their joy was to be 

short-lived, as the next day deputies warned about the consequences for banking and 

commerce that the article would have, and voted to reject it.  A crowd outside the National 

Theatre, where the National Assembly met, had to be dispersed by police, firing shots into 

the air. 

 

Then a large crowd, said to be some 10,000 strong, broke into the Presidency Palace.  US 

soldiers stood by in a nearby street, waiting for the President to call for assistance, but the 

police managed to restore some degree of order.  The following night, several of the 

"communist" leaders and those responsible for the newspaper El Inquilino, the news organ 

of the League, were arrested. 

 



As the debate continued, deputies were inclined to pass a Bill that proposed that the 

Government be responsible for disbursing the costs of renting the houses to tenants who 

could not afford them.  The President objected, saying that Panama had "a budget 

burdened in expenses and reduced in incomes [and] a weak economic life”, and that too 

many people had become accustomed to a living provided directly or indirectly by a bloated 

treasury.  His view was that the solution to the crisis was not in charity or social assistance, 

but in a fair tax system that would allow the state the necessary revenues to promote 

employment and investment. 

 

On 15 November 1932, Law 18 was approved which included aid in the payment of rent for 

the unemployed; as well as provisions for the establishing of a Tenancy Board comprised of 

representatives of the 2 sides41. 

 

THE FIRST INCOME TAX 

 

President Harmodio Arias took office on 1 October 1932 and was faced with the problem of 

reconstructing the country’s failing economy in the face of the effects of the Great 

Depression.  On the same day of his inauguration, the new president approved Law 11 – 

which had been presented to the National Assembly by his predecessor, President Ricardo J 

Alfaro - to reduce the salary of public servants between 7.5% and 15%.  For the hundreds of 

civil servants, it was the third decrease in their income in 6 months.  However, it was argued 

that "it was preferable to accrue a small salary that is paid on time to maintain indefinitely 

the current situation in which no public employee can know when his salary will be paid".  

  

The last administration before the coup, that of President Florencio Arosemena (1928-

1931), had had a budget of $650,000 per month, but by November 1932 the income had 

been reduced to $485,000, which had to go towards servicing the country’s external debt 

 
41  https://www.laestrella.com.pa/nacional/publicando-historia/220612/angustioso-inicio-presidencia-
harmodio-arias  
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(at a rate of $130,000 a month), salary commitments and other expenses of the State.  The 

figures were even worse in September ($200,000), and far worse at $50,000 in October and 

a mere $10,000 in December. 

 

Law 11 (which also limited public positions to one person per family and reduced the overall 

number of positions) would help the Arias government balance the budget, alongside other 

severe spending cuts.  There were drastic savings, as well as the collection of overdue taxes. 

Before Christmas 1932, civil servants had received their 3 months of overdue back wages, 

and the Government could turn its attention to the unemployment problem, see as the 

administration’s second biggest difficulty, after the rent strike of August to November 1932 

(see above). 

 

The President proposed the creation of the Workers' and Farmers' Fund, originally being 

conceived as an emergency project.  It would involve set a tax for employees, managers, 

administrators and owners who earned a salary in order to establish a fund that would be 

invested in the construction of public works, to give employment to a part of the "immense 

caravan of unemployed people who walk their misery through the streets, parks and 

squares of Panama City".  Until 1932, the Panamanian tax system had been basically 

composed of indirect taxes42. 

 

There was considerable resistance to the idea of the new Fund.  It appeared that the 

population was overwhelmingly opposed to the new law.  The consensus seemed to be that 

it was a tax on work, which stripped public and private employees of part of their salaries, 

leaving the income of medical professionals, lawyers, dentists, accountants, landowners and 

industrialists free of taxes.  Government inspectors who approached commercial 

establishments to take a census of the number of employees and wages earned found that 

companies refused to give any information or deduct any money to their employees 

 
42  It is of note that the first Panamanian rent strike, in 1925, came about after President Rodolfo Chiari 
increased the urban property tax from 2% to 5%, and this was transferred by landlords to their tenants. 



without a court order.  An association created by trade employees of the cities of Panama 

and Colón threatened a general strike.  Several prominent lawyers called the law 

"unconstitutional". 

 

Despite the government's determination, public pressure continued.  Eventually, the 

President issued a decree that the law and eliminated "any claim that it was unjust" and, 

instead of being applied to just employees, the tax would apply to any persons "natural or 

legal within the Republic who derive or obtain pecuniary income by reason of employment, 

business, profession or trade and as the product of goods of any nature". 

 

Despite the resistance, the view now is that the Workers' and Farmers' Fund contributed to 

satisfying the employment and development needs of Panamanians who had been 

extremely affected by the crisis of the Depression.   

In addition, far from being a temporary and emergency fund, as it was conceived, it 

continued, with successive modifications (Law 49 of 1934, and Decree 19 of 1935) to 

become the country’s first experience of income tax.43 

 

A PLOT TO ASSASSINATE THE PRESIDENT 

 

In January 1934, a plan to assassinate President Harmodio Arias was revealed, with a press 

release in the name of the President saying that: "The government is in possession of the 

details of a conspiracy apparently planned by a group of well-known gentlemen of this city, 

who have taken steps to incite two or three foreigners, ignorant and irresponsible, to try to 

assassinate me". 

 

This actually followed rumours of a threat to the President, including in foreign media, and 

not the first time a coup had been suspected.  Previously, Captain José Remón Cantera (later 

 
43  https://www.laestrella.com.pa/nacional/publicando-historia/220619/fondo-obrero-agricultor-
complicada-introduccion  
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head of the National Police and “kingmaker” of Presidents, as well as President himself in 

the 1950s) had been accused, together with the former president Florencio Arosemena 

(who had himself been deposed in the recent coup), of organising a plot to prevent his 

inauguration. 

 

The murder had been planned for 27 January, on the road between Chame and San Carlos 

at a place called La Puesta del Tigre, as he travelled to Penonomé to participate in a 

conference of mayors and governors.  When 3 the “gentlemen” involved in the plot were 

named, one turned out to be the son of the Secretary of Government and Justice (who 

would normally have been in charge of any subsequent investigation) and nephew of the 

First Vice-President (who would have become President had the attempt been successful).  

After the plot was revealed, both of the men related to the suspect resigned. 

 

The ”gentlemen” were said to have promised money, protection and provided weapons and 

a motor car to transport the would-be killers  

 

3 suspects had been arrested on 27 January in Chorrera, and firearms were found in their 

car.  One of the gang was a Nicaraguan who had involved a countryman, a revolutionary 

sergeant who had fought under General Sandino in Nicaragua and was an ambush expert.  

This latter conspirator revealed that he had demanded $100 in advance and another $400 

once the work was completed.  He also claimed that he never intended to actually carry out 

the killing, but planned to extort the maximum amount possible from the “gentlemen”. 

 

In due course, the 3 “gentlemen”, José Euribíades Jiménez; Adolfo Alemán and Roberto 

Vallarino, were arrested on 5 February.  They would eventually be released without charge. 

There were later claims, originating with an official in the US Embassy, that there had been 

not only political motives, but also other interests linked to narcotics trafficking.44 

 
44  https://www.laestrella.com.pa/nacional/publicando-historia/220703/tres-caballeros-implicados-
asesinato  
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THE UNION CLUB 

 

Now the Magnolia Inn Hotel & Hostel45, and located on First Street in the old city (Casco 

Viejo) in Panama City, is the former Union Club.  For many decades it was the most 

exclusive and elegant social club in the country, and the place where the well-off and 

influential people met.  It was said up until the 1930s it was where Presidents came from. 

 

 

 

This postcard shows the Union Club in its heydey46.  It hosted banquets, formal balls etc, 

as a member’s only club.  As the Casco Viejo decayed, affluent familes moved to other 

 
45  https://www.magnoliapanama.com/panama-city-casco-viejo-walking-tour/former-union-club-casco-
viejo-panama/  
46  https://www.cardcow.com/496919/union-club-panamas-leading-city/  
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parts of the city, and the Club was no longer the centre for the upper class society.47  It 

was abandoned by the elite in the 1930s. 

 

The Club was founded in 1909, and the building was built in 1917, it backed onto the 

waterfront. 

 

 

 

Gutted in the US invasion in 1989 and then abandoned – it had been being used by the 

military regime as an officers’ club and known as the Club de Clases y Tropas48 – and 

subsequently used in the James Bond movie “Quantum of Solace” (with a lick of paint, 

some scenes of the “Tailor of Panama” were also shot there), it was later rebuilt as a 

hotel.   

 

 
47  https://epiac1216.wordpress.com/2009/02/28/nostalgia-for-the-exclusive-club-union-of-casco-viejo-
panama/  
48  https://epiac1216.wordpress.com/2009/02/28/nostalgia-for-the-exclusive-club-union-of-casco-viejo-
panama/  
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General Noriega used the Club to host parties for other officers and friends. 

The new Union Club is located in Punta Patilla, past the opposite end of the Cinta Costera 

city waterfront, in the San Francisco district. 

 

 



 

  



1931: INAUGURATION OF PANAMA'S INTRA-PROVINCE AIRMAIL SERVICE49 

 

On 29 November 1931, an internal airmail system was inaugurated.  The aircraft used for 

the first flights of the airmail service was an Loening amphibian biplane christened “3 de 

Noviembre”50.  The flying boat depicted on the new airmail stamp issued for these flights 

bears little resemblance to the amphibian biplane actually used51. 

 

On 28-29 November 1931, the first intra-province airmail flights were made to or from the 

following towns (with the approximate quantities of letters received) within each western 

province of the Republic: Taboga (100), Santiago de Veraguas (1,000), La Chorrera (200), 

Puerto Armuelles (500), Bejuco (100), Bocas del Toro (1,500), Anton (500), Panama City 

(23,000), David (3,000), Penonome (500), Colón (8,000), and Aguadulce (1,000).  The 

airmail intended for Bocas del Toro was flown from Folks River, Colón. 

 

All the flights originated from Panama City; one travelled the Pacific route starting from 

Panama City and the other left Panama to Colón to travel the Atlantic route. 

First Day Cover dated 29 November 1931 

 

 
49  https://www.americanairmailsociety.org/wp-
content/uploads/2018/08/APJ_Volume_084_Issue_0994_No_04_April_2013.pdf  
50  3 November was the date of Panama’s independence from Colombia in 1903. 
51  The stamp featured a much larger twin-engine Consolidated Commodore flying-boat of New York, Rio, 
and Buenos Aires Line (NYRBA or NYRBA) airline (flying over Manhattan!).   
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